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Jason: [00:00]
Over the last year, interior designers have had to cope with the Corona virus to
pandemic. So they've been having a hard time knowing how to network. So in this
session, we're going to talk about some platforms that you can network.

Intro: [00:05]
Welcome to the Designer Discussions podcast. Tune in each week where we
discuss marketing, branding, PR and business advice for design professionals.

Jason: [00:30]
 Hello, everyone. Welcome to Designer Discussions. We are happy to have our
guest here today. Charmaine Wynter. How are you today, Charmaine?

Charmaine: [00:40]
 I am phenomenal. My company name is Charmaine Wynter 

Jason: [00:45] 
 She also has a club house room called Designers Master Class. So today we're
going to talk about networking, because over the last year or so, we've had an
uproar just with all this happened with the Corona virus. And there have been a
number of designers that have asked me, how do you network now? And one of
the main platforms that I actually use now and we all use is Clubhouse. I actually
met Charmaine on that platform, so I'm going to let Charmaine just explain a little
bit about who she is.
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Charmaine: [01:18]
 Well, first of all, let me say it's such an absolute pleasure. Thank you so much for
inviting me to your platform. Mirjam, Maria, and Jason, I love you guys. We have all
met on Club House. On Designers Discussions I had the pleasure of popping in for
quite a fiery chat we did on diversity and design. And last January, when it was
quieter, let's see. You know, we were all still in the midst of the pandemic. A friend
introduced me to something called the Club House and said, hey, this is in beta
testing, and you may want to check this out. Innocently went on and thought, Well,
I was on 24 hours. That first time I fell asleep on the app. I was just in rooms and
things were so exciting, evolving so quickly. I heard conversations and dialogues I'd
never heard before again, so much information and insight from those early guys.
And so because of that, I also said, I want to give back to this community. I want to
do something. So I opened up a room because I felt that there would have to be
others like me on there. And I called the room designers talk. And I talked about
what I'm passionate about, which is probability and who knew? We started doing
weekly rooms and the crowd grew and grew. And before I knew it, I had met Jason.
I met Maria, I met Mirjam and so many others. 

Jason: [03:09]
 So right at the start of this, I joined Club House in January because of Mirjam, she
actually got me on platform strategically, I should say, because she said, I wanted
you to speak in a room about marketing. And at the time, I did not want to hear
about any other news social media platform. I was over. I was like this is too many.
But then once I was on there and I started to meet people, I saw how easy it was to
network. So when I admit you Charmaine, I admit you as Celeste. And since that
time, you've grown and you now have one of the largest rooms for interior
designers on the platform. So how did you grow like that?
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Charmaine: [03:54]
 Jason, I have to say, honestly, is a surprise. I think it comes from really just
respecting our community. I had gathered a community that wanted to hear real
talk, right? So many times as professionals in the industry, we are, in essence,
alone. We are solopreneurs even before the pandemic. If you are working your
business, it can be really lonely. You're presenting to clients. You're extremely busy
when you do get together with colleagues or peers in the industry because they
are within arms reach. There is a bit of a competition, right? You don't want to give
away your trade secrets to someone who's right next door to you club House
because it is a worldwide platform. Remove that. And so I may be very free to
share with someone in another state. One of my trade secrets. I don't know that I
necessarily would feel the same about sharing it with my competitor across the
street. And so I think that's one of the secrets and the beauty of Club House and I
grew it this large this quickly because I had a whole bunch of, likeminded folks who
wanted the same thing. Another thing I believe is a little key because my room is
my group is a collection of creatives. We realize that we're stronger together. I
never intended for it to be Charmaine's Club, Charmaine's platform. Instead, I
invited other people who had a voice who wanted to speak, and maybe they had a
different signature than I did. And I had them come on board and help me with
managing this thing. So we have many voices on Designer Masterclass Club as we
are now called. And I think part of the secret to the growth is we have a community
of sharing, a spirit of sharing, of inclusion. We have a spirit of acceptance. We try to
help each other enhance their businesses as a community, as an industry, that's
where the focus is. And that message seems to resound with a lot of people.
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Jason: [06:21] 
 So since you've been on the platform for a while, new designers that are new to
the platform, what recommendations or suggestions would you hand him on how
best to utilize the platform and to not waste their time? Because that's one of the
things I hear about is that there's a lot of people on the platform and they spend a
lot of time and they don't have an ROI. What's your suggestion on how they can
best utilize their time on the platform to help them grow their business?

Charmaine: [06:49] 
 Oh, wow. You're speaking my language because, you know, time is a commodity I
think as design professionals, we're accustomed to billable hours, right? I mean, I
tell you whenever I have to go out and do any kind of personal sourcing, we call it
sourcing, you know, when it's professional, but when it's your own personal self,
your shopping. I've got to personally shop. I really resent that because I'm not
billing anyone getting paid the bill for that. And so I liken that to being on Club
House. Clubhouse is marketing. Club House is networking. Clubhouse is is
necessary in order to develop. It is a CEU. It's training and sometimes clubhouse
allows for collaborations where you can actually launch and get a job out of this.
But for the most part, Club House really is an investment in business development.
And so I say to someone who is new to this platform, do not waste your time. If you
do not fill out your bio, that is like showing up at an interview with nothing in there.
So you can do all these fabulous things. But if your bio is empty and you are unable
to get on mic to speak all the eyes that are looking on your bio, they just keep
going because they have no idea what you can do. First and foremost, when you
get on Club House, fill out your bio, I tell them the first three lines are prime real
estate. Okay, prime real estate or in design speak. There your high end luck client.
Alright. And so you need to make sure the keeping on the bio. If you have no time
to do anything else, put these three things.
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Charmaine: [08:48] 
The first line should be what you do, where you do it, where in the world it is a
worldwide global platform. So you need to tell someone where in the world you
are and what you hope to get out of being on Club help. Those three are key and
then the fourth in a file you must put a form of connection a way for folks to reach
you. Clickable, don't write it all in the script because no one's going to copy and
paste which you can't do. Clubhouse is not allowed for that. You actually have to
manually be looking at it and who has time? I'll just go to the next file.

Jason: [09:31]
 I was actually in one of your rooms where you went over that. And there were a
few people in the room that have blank BIOS and you went over and you helped
them fill out all aspects of their bio. And that was excellent. 

Charmaine: [09:48] 
 Thank you. You know, the other thing is our club house because typically we tend
to have intimate rooms. Our rooms are generally 20 to 30, as opposed to on Club
house where you're having rooms of hundreds. We actually have the time quite
often to help the tribe. That's what I call them. And if I see someone who is a
newbie who's on board, I will take the time to help them at least get started with as
I mentioned, those three things. But many of the club houses or club rooms that
you will go into if your bio is blank, they won't even allow you to come up on mic to
speak. There is an assumption that you're in there to cause trouble and they won't
even give you a voice. So that's the other key thing that new people coming on
Club House must understand that if your bio is blank, you don't even get a chance
to come up on the stage to say, hey, I do this, and I'm great. Nobody cares.
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Jason: [10:48]
One of the reasons that I hear that people love your room is that you and all of the
moderators that you have in there are genuine. You really want to help. And in that
shows.

Charmaine: [10:59]
 We do. We're known because collectively we have well over, I would say 200 years
of experience is not wild. So collectively, remember not just me by myself. And so
with that, we have our mods come from all sectors, and that was deliberate. Didn't
want a whole bunch of me because then I could just get a mirror. And so we have
those who are educated to the degree as Lauren Audrey Taylor. She is an
architectural interior designer and she holds high degrees, then we have Nicole
Baster, who is also multi discipline degree, and we go all the way down to life how
you call it self taught life lessons learned with Joanne Leonard Weary, who's been
at it 40 plus years. We have Tory Talk who comes by way of television, career and
marketing degree, and she goes phenomenal platform with the staging. We have
Samuel coming in from Affluence and from a historical perspective and fashion in
Carnella, who brings her Christian beliefs and values and talks about life balance in
with the space with design. So I believe we've got a very, very varied the leaders,
the mod of our room. And that is key. We really try to keep it very inclusive and not
some of the inside that's happened in the past, between the different disciplines. 

Maria: [12:47]
 Charmaine, is there any other resource that you can think of that would have been
as powerful for you as Club House has been? I mean, just hearing all of the people
that you have connected and the amount of resources that you have put together.
Can you think of anything else out there even remotely as powerful as this?
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Charmaine: [13:08] 
 I don't think so. I think part of the beauty of Club House is its voice, and you really
have to take the time to stop and listen. The pandemic has certainly forced
everyone to slow down. And with that, I think that has helped with the success of
Club House. But I think the key is it's heartening to a time of old. Right? Remember
all for those of you who are old enough to remember the vehicle. So opera is the
radio. You know, before, I believe clubhouse is stellar and brilliant because the
designers, they morph tech. They added tech to the old time radio shows, and so it
was slowed down. It's voice only. You're limited in how you can express yourself.
And so people listen. And I believe by us taking the time to really slow down and
listening that we have heard each other. And that's how this community has grown.

Mirjam: [14:10]
 No, I think that's beautiful. And I honestly don't spend enough time on Club House
because time is a commodity. But whenever I do listen into your rooms, I think that
you can sense which rooms are authentic and which ones are not. And that's why
people stick around. And I love the smaller group concept. So people feel at home
and they're open and they can ask questions and they can be helped on the spot.
It's the same for our rooms because we have a smaller group usually. And
honestly, you can come in and get really great advice that you'd have to pay a lot of
money for if you did it outside of Club House. So it's a great opportunity. And I
think a lot of designers under value in. 
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Charmaine: [15:01] 
Yes. You know, Mirjam, to your point, I love love, love coming in to designer
discussions because it gives me an opportunity to not be on the mic on. So I
actually get to gain some knowledge when you're selling, you know how draining
that is when it's all coming from you. And so when we get that opportunity to come
into some of the other rooms and actually sit down and say, hey, wait a minute.
That's a great idea. I love that. I love that we can do that as a community. And
you're right. The knowledge is so genuine. Number one. And to the generosity is
unbelievable with this community, I think that's a key attraction. Speaking about my
room specifically. Yeah, we're growing like Gang Busters. We did a room this
morning. It was on storytelling, and it was funny. I mean, when I looked at it, we
were at 80. We ran for two and a half hours. Joanne Leonard Wary was on the mic. 

Maria: [16:07]
 Wow!

Charmaine: [16:08]
 And we went across it was one of those rooms that crossed all sectors. Right. It
was storytelling for your business. And so it was not just the design community it
went beyond. But we had brand marketers coming in and freely sharing and just
Club House on a whole is a community, and it's a community spirit. I think that is so
appealing.
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Maria: [16:35]
 I'm just grateful that there are people like you that are willing to dedicate time and
mentor as many people as you have coming through on your club house room. It's
a great opportunity for people to ask questions and kind of pull back the veil of
what interior design business has been like in the past so that we can all kind of up
level our own businesses so that we can bring the whole industry up and not think
that we need to have a lower price or a different offering to be more valuable. And
I think a lot of what you all are doing is training on the regular people to increase
their value through their offerings and through their experiences and also through
their price. And so I just really think it's fantastic that this exists, and it really comes
at no cost to people to be able to join your club house group.

Charmaine: [17:30]
 That is so true. I mean, the investment is there for, right. And so thank you. I'm
really honored that you say that because you, of course, are one of the ones that I
expired to be more like you've got a phenomenal app. And I caught you on
Instagram the other day, Maria, and you're putting out such phenomenal content.
And I shared it in a story. I reposted it in one of my stories and had so much of our
community just cracking up because we could relate and that I think, is the key
club house. Our club house Designer Master Class allows for everybody to realize
they're not crazy. We all ask the same questions worldwide. We all face and deal
with the same types of challenges. Some of it we need to level up. We need to do
better to communicate to our clients and spend some time with client care,
working on our back office, doing our processes. Some of that out. Yeah. And we
tell it to our tribe. Absolutely. Then some of it is that maybe we need to learn how
to craft a better message so that they understand our systems. And it doesn't
mean that we have to we have to discount our worth and our value. So it's nice as
a community worldwide when we hear that you are muted. What do you say? 
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Maria: [19:06]
 Know, it is a podcast, but if you're watching the video, I'm over here celebrating
what Charmaine is saying, because these are words of wisdom. I am so grateful
that these are the leaders that we have coming through our industry because it is
so true. We don't have to discount our value. We can increase our value. We can
increase the value we provide our clients and then charge more. These are the
things that we can all be learned together. And through the support of things like
Charmaine master Class club, you can help yourself to become a more wise
designer, just like Charmaine.

Charmaine: [17:30]
 That is so true. I mean, the investment is there for, right. And so thank you. I'm
really honored that you say that because you, of course, are one of the ones that I
expired to be more like you've got a phenomenal app. And I caught you on
Instagram the other day, Maria, and you're putting out such phenomenal content.
And I shared it in a story. I reposted it in one of my stories and had so much of our
community just cracking up because we could relate and that I think, is the key
club house. Our club house Designer Master Class allows for everybody to realize
they're not crazy. We all ask the same questions worldwide. We all face and deal
with the same types of challenges. Some of it we need to level up. We need to do
better to communicate to our clients and spend some time with client care,
working on our back office, doing our processes. Some of that out. Yeah. And we
tell it to our tribe. Absolutely. Then some of it is that maybe we need to learn how
to craft a better message so that they understand our systems.
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Charmaine: [19:43]
 Well, thank you. Yes. Exactly. Like all of us as a humanity. I mean, I believe I've
gained so much from operating this designers master class because sometimes
the tribe comes up and the top they say some of these young designers, they have
such gumption. They are doing amazing things, saying amazing things, making
demands. I would have never had the nerve. I kept it PG Jason. The nerve to say,
right. And sometimes they're leveling so right. And it is a beautiful thing as a
community where we're understanding, I think some of the more seasoned
designers, this is still a cottage industry, even though it's decades old. And with this
new breed of genes, genes, you know, coming on board and crafting their own
path. We've got blogger, stylist influencers. They're not willing to wait as long as
some of us old timers have. They don't believe in due process. And so that, I think,
is helping some of us who may have got stuck in one price point, one price level to
understand that. Hello. Why are we still charging this? Everything has changed. Gas
isn't what it was when I started this business. And so, yes, it can raise your prices.
Sure, you can be empowered to do that. And you can rebrand and tell your story in
a different way, in a new way, into a new market.

Jason: [21:29]
So Charmaine. I wanted to ask you now that you've had some success on the
platform, where would you like to see your club in the next few months? In the
next year? In the future? 

Charmaine: [21:41]
 What a great question, Jason. You know, honestly, January 2020, when I hopped on
this platform, I had no plans for this. Really? I'm fairly successful interior designer
with my own business. I'm pretty busy. Club House has made me further busy, but
I love it. Where do I see it going? Really? The Sky's the limit. We are having a
celebration. We hit our milestone. We have a thousand members strong. 
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Jason: [21:29]
Congratulations.

Charmaine: [22:16]
 And thank you. And so where are we going from here is I've had some of the mods
come up with some great ideas. I've been thinking on it. Let's just table it for now
and say we are open to ideas and as creative.

Jason: [22:31]
 The more creative, the better as we close out. I just want you to reiterate for the
new designer that may be joining the platform. What are the three elements that
you said has to be on their profile?

Charmaine: [22:43]
 Oh! absolutely. On your bio. Please, please, please. Well, there's three and one
bonus before, so please make sure. Number one, it says who you are and what
you do. What is your offer? Number two? Where in the world are you? Club House
is a global platform. You must say where you are and offer that service. Three.
What are you trying to gain by being on a club house? Those are the first three
lines of your bio, because that's your prime real estate on your bio. And then
fourth, make sure you connect some way through either Instagram or Twitter, a
live clickable link from your bio to another way for them to contact you outside of
Club House. And if that's all you can do, at least do that. But the more information
you put on your bio, so it speaks for you when you cannot, the better.

Jason: [23:43]
 Excellent. Any designers that are listening. Charmaine how do they contact you
and how do they join your club?
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Charmaine: [23:50]
 Well, if you are contacting me for business or for coaching you, the best way to
reach me is through my Instagram, so you would look for Charmaine Wynter and
that's W-Y-N-T-E-R-I-N-T. Charmaine Winter Int for Interiors on Instagram and send
me a direct message. I'm also available on my website is Charmainewynter.com.
And finally, if you are interested in joining Designer's MasterClass. The best way to
reach us is to send a direct message on Instagram to our designers master Class
platform and so that's Designers masterClass. Masterclass is one word. Just look
for us on Instagram and send me a direct message.

Jason: [24:43]
 Charmaine it has been a pleasure and we appreciate you having the time to
educate all of us on how best to utilize the platform, to not waste your time, but to
get the ROI that you deserve. 

Charmaine: [24:57] 
 It's been an absolute pleasure. I love joining you guys.

Jason: [25:00] 
 As always, we hope to see you all here next week at Designer Discussions.

Outro: [25:07]
We hope you enjoyed this episode of Designer Discussions. What was your
takeaway care to share your thoughts and tag Jason, Maria and Mirjam on social
media? You can find them on all platforms at DesignerDiscussions.com. Don't
forget to like subscribe and leave a review or comment for this episode from
wherever you are listening. 
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